
First Steps to Give Your New Coach
Okay, here's your first step! Go to (and bookmark) the START HERE section of our

team website and read through the entire page: dynastyunited.com/start-here
 

Please make sure you pay special attention to the share-a-cart video and that you
follow the process to set up your EFT (electronic fund transfer). Once you’ve gone

through this whole page, let me know so I can give you the next step.

I'm working through it now! Share-a-cart is really cool!
Thank you so much for making getting s tarted so easy! Printing
my First 30 now. I can't get over how amazing I feel! This is so

exciting!! Ready for the next step!

Awesome! Just dropped your welcome post in the Big Coach Family. 
So excited for you to get to know to the team better!

Okay next, grab a pen and a piece of paper and watch this 13 minute video:
https://youtu.be/ spfM_Eu_TMk

Come up with as many names as you can (you don't need to contact any of them,
this is just an exercise), and then let us know when you’ve finished so I can give you

the next step.

Wow. This video was so helpful to help me think methodically
and not let my own brain get in the way.

That was incredibly helpful! I have a crazy list!!!

Killed it! THIS step is going to be an amazing powerful tool I PROMISE! Plus, I
promise you're not going to have to talk to anyone who you don't want to talk to. Next,

I want you to watch this video, it's all about prospecting your warm market:
https://bit.ly/2VA8inV  (scroll to the video at the bottom) -- After you listen, shoot me a

message with your thoughts, and I’ll give you the next step.

That was brilliant! it makes so much sense! I love that
approach so much! Thank you for sharing!!

SO proud. I totally agree. And now that you can approach conversations with
confidence, it’ s time to earn your first rank advancement.

There's nothing to lose!
Check out this training called Emerald In 48 hours -

https://youtu.be/bpFEyXfwT80
Once you’ve watched it, we're another step closer. Let me know what you think!
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